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Revisiting the Design of Civ 5
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The following blog post, unless otherwise noted, was written by a member of Gamasutra’s community.

The thoughts and opinions expressed are those of the writer and not Gamasutra or its parent company.

You can read more of Jon's thoughts on design and project management at his website. You can also find
him on Twitter.

If you haven’t done so already, I ask that you check out the At the Gates Kickstarter page. Our goal is
to innovate and take strategy gaming to the next level, but this campaign will be our sole source of
funding for development. And hint, hint: the more successful ATG is the more articles you'll have to read
in the future!

To those of you who have already contributed and helped us reach our funding goal, I offer my most
sincere thanks!

…

Upon first telling people about my new game, At the Gates, I’m often asked, “How does it compare to Civ
5, the last title you designed?” Well, in this article I’ll be providing an in-depth response to that very
question!

However, before really getting into the details (this is a long essay folks!) I’d like to step back and wax
philosophical for a moment.

Civ 5 was a great success both critically and financially, and I’m especially proud of what the team
accomplished. But there’s no ignoring the fact that Civ 5′s gameplay didn’t live up to everyone’s
expectations.

I have no problem admitting that my design wasn’t perfect – we improve through constructive criticism
and self-reflection, and that is another reason why I’m writing this. It wasn’t always easy, but I’ve
answered many of the questions that at one time perplexed me.

Below, I’ll be sharing the design lessons I learned during and after Civ 5′s development, along with
explaining how I’m actually applying said lessons in ATG.
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Alright then, it’s about time we got this show on the road!

Interface

Out of all aspects of Civ 5 that I was involved with, I’m particularly proud of what our team accomplished
with the UI.

Picking up a new strategy game is always tough, and a key factor in shaping that learning curve is how
much help the interface provides (or doesn’t). We did a great job of focusing the player’s attention on
what really matters. The size of each interface element reflects its relative importance, e.g. the end turn
button is bigger than the button which shows toggleable map options. Rarely-used actions like disbanding
a unit were tucked away into sub-screens. I have very much carried this philosophy forward into ATG.

My one disappointment with the UI was the general lack of “power features” tailored for hardcore fans.
Ultimately, we didn’t end up with as many information overlays, screens or modes as I would have liked.
One of my early goals was to have an alternate “expert” switch that you could flip, adding a significant
quantity of detailed information to the screens and mouseovers. User-created mods have added this
feature to both Civ 4 and Civ 5, but integrating it into the full games is obviously preferable.

This functionality is already supported in the structure of the ATG interface system, and it won’t be much
work to flesh it out in full. I’m looking forward to seeing the community’s reaction to the finished version,
and improving it even further during the alpha and beta testing process!
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Diplomacy

My experience with developing Civ 5′s diplomacy system has had the strongest influence on my present-
day game design philosophy; the next most significant isn’t even in the same ballpark.

My original goal was for the AI leaders to act human. But humans are ambiguous, moody and sometimes
just plain crazy. This can be interesting when you’re dealing with actual, real humans, but I learned the
important lesson that when you’re simulating one with a computer there’s no way to make this fun. Any
attempt to do so just turns into random, unproductive noise.

I came to realize that while diplomacy is a unique challenge, it’s ultimately still just a gameplay system
just like any other. Regardless of whether your enjoyment is derived from roleplaying or simply a game’s
core mechanics, if your opponents’ goals and behavior aren’t clear then you’ll have absolutely no idea
what’s going on or what to do.

In Civ 5, you might have been lifelong allies with a leader, but once you enter the late-game he has no
qualms backstabbing you in order to win. With this being the case, what’s the point of investing in
relationships at all?

By no means should AI leaders be completely predictable. However, they do need a clear rhyme and
reason behind their actions. The computer opponents in Civ 5 were completely enslaved to their gameplay
situation, and as a result they appeared random and very little of their personalities shone through.

They were all crazy, and in the exact same way. In the months after the game was released I modified
their behavior to be more predictable, but it was too late to completely change course. The biggest
takeaway from this is that the only thing which matters in a game is the experience inside the player’s
head. It doesn’t matter what your intentions are or what’s going on under the hood if the end result just
isn’t fun.

Like other 4X games, diplomacy in ATG is built around your “relations” metric with other leaders. But
compared with Civ 5, what goes into that number and what it does is very clear. For example, if you’re at
-5 with a leader, he’ll never trade with you, while at +10 he’ll always agree to help out in a war if
requested. Rather than trying to decipher what the RNG (random number generator)-based AI is
“thinking,” your objective is instead to find as many ways as you can (afford) to boost that Relations
number. Once you’ve done so, a variety of options for how your new friend can assist you become
available.

Diplomacy is more than just fiddling with numbers though. There is still some randomness in the system,
but not nearly as much as in Civ 5. Leaders in ATG have very distinctive agendas and behaviors: Attila the
Hun is honorable, but vicious. Athanaric of the Goths is a religious fanatic. Drest of the Picts is kind of
crazy, and you know you can’t trust him.

Out of everything related to diplomacy, leader requests are probably ATG’s ”sexiest” bullet point. In many
other 4X games the road to friendship often involves little more than giving someone a big pile of money
or technologies.

In ATG building up relations is primarily done by completing requests for leaders when specific crises
afflict them. Coming to Attila’s aid in a war or giving him food when his people are starving in the middle
of winter will earn you major, major points. Sure, giving him a fat stack of cash certainly won’t hurt, but
building true friendships isn’t quite that easy!

Our goal with ATG is to produce the best diplomacy system. Ever. It certainly won’t be easy, but with
what I’ve learned, a strong combination of character personalities and solid mechanics I believe that this
is a goal very much within our reach.
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AI

The AI in the base version of Civ 5 was… not as strong as it could be, shall we say.

Working on this system was another experience that taught me a great deal about design and
development. I wrote the AI code that handled the computer opponents’ high-level strategic goals,
economy and diplomacy.

Like most engineers, I really enjoy architecting elegant and flexible structures. Civ 5′s AI was a beautiful
mesh of interwoven systems, and even included the ability to record virtually everything to a massive log
file. Unfortunately, my enjoyment of building caused me to fall in love with the design rather than its
actual impact. I was very proud of my code. But it really wasn’t very good.

What many people don’t know about AI programming is that one of the greatest challenges is getting your
artificial players to actually do what you think you’re making them do! The AI code in a big strategy game
is typically so complex that you end up with a variety of pieces that either don’t function as expected, or
worse, don’t do anything.

Another problem with my AI was the randomness, which is something I’ve already talked about at length.
The computer opponents were weighted towards a variety of possibilities, with a healthy serving of RNG
(random number generator) on the side. This meant they floated from one “strategy” to another without
any real cohesion behind those decisions. This approach is nice in theory, but if you want a strong AI
there are times when you need to force it to behave in very specific manner.

What all of this adds up to is that with ATG I’m staying completely focused on the end goal: results. This
means a much simpler AI system, which in turn will result in a much stronger opponent. When you as the
developer know exactly what an AI player is doing and why, it becomes much easier to recognize bad
behavior and fix it. And the fewer moving parts you have the easier it is to tell what’s going on.

Along with my new approach with AI design, Jonathan, our architect, is a programming wizard and has
several ideas for how we can make this code super efficient. This will allow us to use far more processing
power than we could otherwise, while keeping end turn lengths short to boot. I’m by no means the most
skilled programmer in the world, but with the two of us together I have confidence the AI in ATG will offer
players a very real challenge.
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Resources

One of the big changes I made to Civ 5 on the economic front was the shift from resources being
“boolean” (where you either have them or you don’t) to “quantified,” where you can have zero of a single
resource type, or two of it, or maybe eighteen. I still feel that making them quantified was a solid design
decision, but for a variety of reasons the execution wasn’t everything I wanted it to be.

Civ 5 featured a ”popcap” resource model where eight Iron basically provides eight “slots” that you can
use to build (you guessed it) eight Swordsmen, or Catapults or whatever. ATG will instead feature a more
traditional “stockpile” resource model where quantities build up over time and are then spent all at once in
chunks. This requires more micromanagement than the popcap model, which was one of the reasons why
I steered clear of it in Civ 5. In ATG, though, the focus is on the strategic level (empire-wide resource
management) instead of the tactical level (city and population management), making this a much better
fit.

In Civ 5, players ended up with easy access to a bit of every resource and there was almost no reason to
trade. In the real world, swapping goods is worthwhile because of the effects of supply and demand.
In Civ 5 there was almost no demand since you could be virtually self-sufficient. This will be completely
different in ATG, where the threat of critical shortages will always be right around the corner, and bringing
in much-needed resources via trade might very well be necessary for survival.

My removal of the health system in Civ 5 also had repercussions elsewhere. This greatly reduced the
value of non-strategic resources (like wheat), and in retrospect it’s clear that I didn’t manage to fill that
void with something else. ATG has far fewer resource types than Civ 5, but the ones which do exist are
all very important. The map is absolutely vital in a 4X game, and that needs to be the case for everything
on it as well. If you see something on a tile and think it’s not a big deal, that is a flaw that needs to be
fixed.

Another issue with the Civ 5 resources system was that the difference between having 2 and 5
Swordsmen isn’t really a big deal when compared with the possibility of not havingany Swordsmen. If I
were able to go back and change the design I probably would have resources show up in more limited
quantities and make the units and buildings they unlock much more unique and powerful.

Most armies would be composed of ”lower tier” of units like spearmen, with the occasional swordsman or
catapult spicing up the battlefield by serving as targets or threats to avoid. It would require some work to
balance and players would all need roughly equal access to resources of some kind, but I very much
believe this type of approach could work.
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Economics

I made a number of tweaks to the traditional Civ economic system with v5, and as with the resources the
results were a mixed bag.

My intention with the global happiness mechanic was to make it possible for smaller empires to compete
with much larger ones. The problem was that a global metric butts heads with the natural cadence of the
entire genre. I mean, the second X in 4X stands for “expansion” for crying out loud! I lost sight of this as I
pursued other objectives.

The problem was that happiness strongly encouraged you to stay small and the penalties for not obliging
with this demand were quite harsh. It was virtually impossible to build the large, sprawling empires which
had always been a feature in the series and served as the entire point playing for many people. I still
believe that there are ways to make smaller empires viable, but it shouldn’t come at the expense of those
who enjoy expanding. Penalties should be challenges to overcome, not an insurmountable wall to be
frustrated by.

Carrying forward lessons from my experience with global happiness, ATG is much more freeform when it
comes to expansion. There are factors in the game which discourage mindless spamming of settlements,
but none of them are as heavy-handed as exponential maintenance, corruption or empire-wide
unhappiness.

For one, the world of ATG is much more dangerous than that of Civ 5. Everyone is hungry and searching
for cheap and easy snacks. Balancing economics and defense is absolutely crucial, and intentionally a
tricky tightrope to walk. Additionally, the economic value provided by settlements is not particularly
significant, as most resources can only be produced by improvements.

Further, each individual settlement you control eats into your food supply above and beyond what the
population consumes. Food is extremely important, and wasting it extremely foolish. You can certainly
build a massive empire in ATG if you so choose, but always make sure you can feed and protect it!

My removal of the research/commerce/culture sliders also came with positives and negatives. I’ve always
found fiddling with sliders in strategy games to be boring busywork, and in that sense I don’t miss them.
But the sliders also had a hidden value that I didn’t realize until later – they gave players the ability to
shift directions at any time.

I’ve written at length about the importance of adaptation in strategy games. Unfortunately, once the
sliders were gone players were basically permanently locked into their past economic choices. There was
no way to sacrifice research in order to upgrade your army, for example. Rewarding long-term planning is
certainly a worthy endeavor, but you still need to provide tools to allow players to change course when
necessary.
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Policies (Government)

I like both the Policies system featured in Civ 5 and the Civics system from Civ 4, which are simply two
different takes on the same concept: the ability to shape the “character” of your empire. With Policies, I
wanted it to feel like you were slowly accumulating this identity over time. After all, Japan and Germany
changed significantly after World War 2, but they’re still Japanese and German, and maintain that legacy
of honor, hard work, etc.

By contrast, Civics allowed you to completely reforge your empire on a dime. Sure, there were costs
associated with doing so, but it was very much possible to transform from a pious peace-loving people
into the warmonger scourge from hell. This is kind of odd, but it has a huge gameplay benefit.

Both systems have their strengths and weaknesses, but I now find the design of Civics more appealing,
because of that capacity to make sudden and dramatic shifts.

In ATG we’ve basically rolled the tech tree and government systems into a single Romanization Perks
system. A new Perk can be chosen for each Roman city you capture and Roman diplomatic request you
complete. As with Civics, you can later re-allocate your choices, although doing so temporarily lowers the
stability of your empire (which reduces taxation, troop morale, etc.).

Along with my belief that adaptation is good just on principle, there’s another reason why I took more of a
Civics-esque approach with ATG. The game is hard. The seasons are usually working against you.
Resources are running out. Your neighbors are constantly eyeing up your improvements. The Romans are
significantly stronger than you much of the time.

Players need tools to overcome these challenges, and one of those will be the ability to switch
Romanization Perks at any time. This allows you slide into a completely different strategy to deal with
whatever hostile and ever-changing circumstances you’re currently facing.

Not only is there a good gameplay reason to make it possible to easily change Romanization perks, but
there’s also a historical one. During late antiquity the identity of the barbarian tribes evolved dramatically
over short periods of time. After all, you don’t see Goths walking around these days! … Okay, come on
guys, you know what I meant!
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Combat

By far the most significant change I made with Civ 5 was to way in which wars were fought. Instead of
large stacks of units crashing into one another as had always been the case in the previous Civ games,
there was now 1UPT (one unit per tile). This forced players to spread out their armies across the
landscape, instead of piling everything into a single tile.

This was a model very much inspired by the old wargame Panzer General. On the whole, I would say that
the combat mechanics are indeed better in Civ 5 than in any other entry in the series. But as is the theme
of this article, there’s a downside to consider as well.

One of the biggest challenges unearthed by 1UPT was writing a competent combat AI. I wasn’t the one
who developed this particular AI subsystem, and the member of the team who was tasked with this did a
great job of making lemonade out of the design lemons I’d given him. Needless to say, programming an
AI which can effectively maneuver dozens of units around in extremely tactically-confined spaces
is incredibly difficult.

The reason why this wasn’t an issue in Panzer General was that their AI didn’t actually need to do
anything. It was always on the defensive, and a large part of that game was simply solving the “puzzle” of
how to best crack open enemy strongholds. It was plenty sufficient if your opponents simply ordered a
single tank to stir up some trouble every so often.

What made Panzer General fun was you blitzkrieg-ing through Europe while your enemies quickly and
dramatically fell before your might. However, in a Civ game, the AI has to be capable of launching full-
scale invasions, sometimes on different landmasses. Needless to say, we’re talking about a challenge on
completely different scale.

Speaking of scale, another significant issue with 1UPT was that the maps wasn’t really suited for it. The
joy of Panzer General was pulling off clever maneuvers and secretly encircling your helpless enemies.
Unfortunately, in Civ 5 nasty bottlenecks aren’t uncommon and this tempers much of the natural value
added by 1UPT. Ultimately, there just wasn’t enough room to do the fun part.

To address this, I could have done something crazy like added sub-tiles to the existing grid. I really don’t
think this would have been a good idea though, as the whole point in having a tiles is that everything
happens on the same playing field, which makes it very easy to tell what’s going on. Once you start
muddying the waters of what goes where, you lose that clarity and mechanical chunkiness tiles offer. And
at that point, you might as well just get rid of them entirely.

Speculation aside, the reality was that the congestion caused by 1UPT also impacted other parts of the
game. In every prior Civ title it was no problem to have ten, fifty or even a thousand units under your
control. Sure, larger numbers meant more to manage, but hotkeys and UI conveniences could alleviate
much of the problem. But in Civ 5, every unit needed its own tile, and that meant the map filled up pretty
quickly.

To address this, I slowed the rate of production, which in turn led to more waiting around for buckets to
fill up. For pacing reasons, in the early game I might have wanted players to be training new units every 4
turns. But this was impossible, because the map would have then become covered in Warriors by the end
of the classical era. And once the map fills up too much, even warfare stops being fun.

So is there a way to make 1UPT really work in a Civ game? Perhaps. The key is the map. Is there enough
of room to stash units freely and slide them around each other?  If so, then yes, you can do it. For this to
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be possible, I’d think you would have to increase the maximum map size by at least four times. You’d
probably also want to alter the map generation logic to make bottlenecks larger and less common. Of
course, making the world that much bigger would introduce a whole new set of challenges!

In fact, there were technical reasons this wasn’t really feasible – our engine was already pushing up
against the capabilities of modern computer hardware. Drawing that many small doo-dads on a screen is
really expensive, trust me. Well, unless you make your game 2D, like ATG!

Speaking of which, what about combat in ATG? Well, for one thing the game will allow for stacks of units!

The main reason for this is one of my high-level goals for the game. As I touched upon earlier, ATG is
designed to be a strategy title which takes place primarily at the strategic level, rather than the tactical.
The region of the map where you’ve stationed your armies, how well you’ve prepared your supply
network, etc. is ultimately more important than if you were able to wheel one of your infantry around the
flank of another enemy infantry unit.

A major factor in this decision was ensuring all of ATG’s features integrate with its most important
one: map evolution. My objective is really to play this up in every way possible. With combat, this is done
through the supply system. Units which lack sufficient supply rapidly become useless, similar to Unity of
Command.

Every tile has a certain amount of supply available for units stationed there. The largest fraction of this
comes from the tile’s terrain type which, of course, changes radically with the seasons. The remaining
fraction comes from the effect of nearby supply camps and settlements.

And supply is what the entire military side of the game is geared around – Planning ahead to make sure
you have enough of it. Fighting in areas which have a lot of it. Ensuring that your supply nodes are safe,
and so on.

In fact, the units themselves are almost a secondary concern. ATG is not a game where you follow the
epic tale of a single warrior as he levels up and upgrades through the various technological eras. Instead,
it’s more like a late-game chess match, when nearly any move can settle the battle, and a pawn in the
right situation can be just as powerful as a queen.

No doubt, this is a very different approach from the one taken in Civ 5. However, by now it should be
obvious that ATG is in no way Civ 5, but instead stands on its own as a unique and innovative new
member of the 4X family!

Onward

The Civ 5 team was one of the best I’ve ever had the honor of being a part of. That group put a ton of
love and great work into the game, and it really shows in the art, audio and tech.

Civ 5′s gameplay had several rough edges at release, but those were all due to decisions I made with the
design. My friends over at Firaxis have done an excellent job improving the gameplay following my
departure, and I can’t wait to see what they do next!

As I promised in the intro, I’m not shy about my flaws. The fact is there’s still much I have to learn. But
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every project is a new opportunity to improve and show everyone what you’ve learned. I’m very excited
about ATG not only for this reason, but also because it’s a great chance to spice up the 4X genre and help
point it in a interesting new direction.

I’m sure I’ll make more mistakes along the way, but I’m wiser than I used to be and can now the see
problems from much further away. I ask that you join me on my journey, help contribute to At the Gates,
and discover together the amazing places we’ll end up!

- Jon

…

If you’d like to discuss this topic further (or anything else related to ATG!) be sure to stop
by the official Conifer Games forum, and become a member of our growing community!
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